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Unhedged forex exposures  

 
Recent experience suggests that, too often, banking supervisors and other authorities 

have found it difficult to understand ground realities:  

⇒ Just before the mortgage market crisis became front-page news in 2007-08, the 

IMF had confidently asserted that there was ‘growing recognition’ that financial 

innovation had ‘helped make the banking and overall financial system more 

resilient’  

⇒ The U.S. Federal Reserve, with its great faith in market efficiency and the ability of 

banks to manage risks, did not realize what was happening in mortgage securities 

until it was too late. 

⇒ In a speech in October 2012, Lord Turner, the Chairman of the Financial 

Supervisory Authority of U.K., confessed with admirable frankness that, at the 

material time “In its supervision of banks the FSA made huge mistakes … still 

more important than poor supervisory approach were deficient rules.”  

 

The provocation to remember all this is the concern repeatedly expressed by our 

banking supervisor on the issue of the unhedged foreign currency exposures of 

corporates and the credit risks they can lead to. The banking supervisor has been 

addressing banks on this subject for almost a decade: recently, the Deputy Governor’s 

address at the FT-Yes Bank International Banking Summit on October 16th, and the 

Governor’s Second Quarter Review of Monetary Policy on October 30th also referred to 

it. This was followed up by a circular on November 21st stating that, “unhedged forex 

exposure risks are not being evaluated rigorously and built into pricing of credit by 

banks. The Reserve Bank wants action taken reports on the subject from commercial 

banks before the end of this month. 

 

Howsoever desirable the objective, having been professionally concerned with framing 

corporate risk management policies for a couple of decades now, I wonder whether, 

firstly, banks have developed the necessary skills in defining risks and hedges. (Apart 

from mis-sold currency derivatives, a few years back, some public sector banks 



undertook coupon swaps in JPY on their Tier-2 bonds in a variant of the carry trade, 

and lost hundreds of crores.) Secondly, while qualitative monitoring of unhedged 

exposures is one thing, building the risks into credit pricing is a far more difficult 

proposition as, on first principles, this will require          

⇒ Quantification of the risks of unhedged exposures; and 

⇒ A view on whether the risk has the potential to affect the credit rating of the 

corporate, and hence the credit risk premium. 

And, this may need to be done for each client separately depending on the nature of its 

business and financial strength.  

 

This apart, one wonders whether the central bank itself is not adding to the risks of the 

corporate sector, in terms of both its policies and regulations. As for policies, it seems to 

be opening up external commercial borrowings to more and more sectors with no 

natural hedges, to meet the huge gap on the current account. The principal cause of the 

sharply risen, and still rising, deficit on the current account is, in my view, a change in 

the exchange rate policy of the central bank. The wisdom of reliance on market-

determined, or floating, exchange rates, for economies like India producing mostly non-

differentiated goods and services, is highly questionable – if not dangerous. The sharply 

increased volatility in the exchange rate in recent years is the direct result of the 

changed policy and poses increased risks for the corporate sector.  

 

Equally, there are regulatory anomalies suggesting that the central bank’s own 

understanding of the subject of hedging etc. needs to be strengthened. To quote only 

the major anomalies in the latest regulations for larger corporates, consider the 

following: 

⇒ “The currency of hedge (is) … left to the customer”. Can buying dollars against, 

say, yen, to hedge a short dollar position, be considered a “hedge”? In my view it is 

a highly speculative transaction which in no way hedges the USD: INR exposure. 

⇒ Permission to undertake “Foreign currency swap to move from rupee liability to a 

foreign currency liability”. This is nothing but “carry trade”, a favourite trading 

strategy of hedge funds: shorting low interest currency and going long in a high 

interest one. Should corporates undertake this? And that too on an un-hedged 

basis?       



⇒ “Leveraged structures are not permitted”. But “the  ... (amount) of the structures 

with the largest notional … should be reckoned for the purpose of underlying”. The 

implication of the latter is that the notional of the bought and sold options can be 

different; this is nothing but a leveraged structure, which is prohibited!; 

⇒ Economic exposures on import duties can be hedged; but not the far larger 

economic exposure to the rupee prices of commodity kind of goods! 

⇒ Repeated cancellations and re-bookings of hedges, generally permitted, is 

trading/speculation, not hedging! 

⇒ The so-called “cost reduction structures” would not meet the hedge effectiveness 

standards prescribed by AS 30. 

 

In short, the regulations under FEMA encourage corporates to undertake speculative 

trades in sharp contrast to the stance of the central bank in its role as the banking 

supervisor under the Banking Regulation Act! Do RBI’s own skills in the area of risk-

hedging need improvement? 
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